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Great tea blends often start amid daydreams. Maybe a 
memory of a walk in the woods brings to mind a smell that 
can be captured. Or thoughts of an enjoyable dinner give 

you flavors to re-create in the cup. 
But it’s one thing to wax poetic about blending, and it’s another 

to get one’s hands dirty and master the process. How does one 
actually get from idea to tantalizing tea blend? Read on to find 
some of the crucial information needed to create your own mas-
terpieces.  

First things first: Tea comes from the Camellia sinensis plant, 
and there are five tea types: pu-erh, black, oolong, green and 
white (some pros add a sixth category, yellow). Tea blends 

usually start with one of these teas as a base, then use a wide range 
of complementary items including dried fruits, florals, spices and 
herbs. Non-tea blends—also known as tisanes—will use an herb 
as the base before adding those complementary items. While all 
the ingredients are in dried form for the blending process, some of 
them may have undergone a previous flavoring process.

And what are the most common tea blends? Breakfast teas are 
often big sellers, usually built around a 
black tea full-bodied enough to stand 
up to milk, cream, sugar or any of the 
other additions that consumers enjoy 
in their morning cup. Another com-
mon blend is masala chai, which typi-
cally uses black teas from India’s Assam 
region as a base; the leaf is combined 
with a spice blend that usually includes 
cinnamon, cardamom, clove, ginger and 
sometimes black pepper. 

When talking about time-honored 
blends, it’s important to note that 
there are no specific recipes, and tea 
companies often develop their own versions of concoctions that 
go by English Breakfast, Lady Grey or other monikers. These 
different takes on the classics contain flavor profiles that are 
similar and consistent—but not exactly alike. Masala chai, for 
example, has been passed down over generations in India, and as 
a result the recipes are as varied as Italian grandmothers’ tomato 
sauce recipes. Such flexibility is good news for the person doing 
the blending. It gives you room for experimentation and for dif-
ferentiation: You may decide you don’t like the taste of a com-
monly used ingredient in your blend, or you might discover a 
secret ingredient that makes a blend truly yours. 

Creating new blends is fun, and with practice, results 
improve as blends gain depth and dimension. If a tradi-
tional cupping room is not available, set up your blending 

space in a clean area free of extraneous aromas. Just as with tea 
cupping, copious notes should be kept. For me, the necessary 
tools are:

• A notebook or tablet, so that you may date and carefully 

document every step of the process. These notes will be invaluable 
when tweaking and/or re-creating blends.

• A gram scale. Start with small quantities and then scale up.
• Bowls to hold all potential ingredients. Keep these in view and 

easily accessible. Also include additional bowls in which to mix 
ingredients.

• A kettle—one with settings for various water temperatures 
is recommended but not necessary. However, a thermometer or 
other means of measuring water temperature is useful.

• A timer to ensure proper steeping.
• Tasting cups.
With the stage set, follow these blending guidelines:
Use yoUr mind first. As I mentioned, memories, aromas 

and the wider food world can all be good inspirational starting 
points. Individuals are extremely loyal to their favorite teas, and 
if you can create something people connect with on a deep level, 
they may become your customers for a long time. 

When attempting to capture an inspiration, don’t be afraid to 
pull from a vast array of ingredients. The blending process begins 
in one’s mind, and a trial-and-error process then ensues as you 

try to translate that into tangible taste 
results. I find that a relevant mantra for 
me is: balance, balance, balance.

Blending ingredients should be 
selected for specific flavor profiles that 
complement, enhance or agitate each 
other—it’s similar to pairing tea and 
food. Some ingredients pair well or 
complement each other when mixed. 
Others help to draw out certain notes 
in another ingredient, thus enhancing. 
Then there are ingredients that seem 
to conflict but actually settle in quite 
nicely together.

Base note. The first ingredient to find is the base, which 
is the dominant flavor that will act as the blend’s anchor. When 
determining the teas or tisanes that will be used in this role, 
mind the steeping applications for each one selected—water 
temperature, steep time and ratio of tea to water—for the most 
effective brew. The ingredients must be in harmony; rarely do we 
see blends that include both black and white tea for the express 
reason that they require different water temperatures and steep 
times for optimal results.

Now let’s say we’re leaning toward Keemun as a base. Imagine 
the taste of this Chinese black tea, generally described as medi-
um-bodied and winey with a slight hint of smoke. Decide what 
would pair well with these characteristics. If the intention is to 
complement the smokiness, this could be done with another 
smoky tea such as Lapsang Souchong. Perhaps you could coax 
out or enhance the winey notes in the tea by adding a dark-ber-
ry-flavored ingredient. Or the goal might be to introduce a deli-
cate floral aspect that would seemingly conflict with or agitate 
the smokiness— something easily achieved with rose petals. 

continued on page 50
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Write everything doWn. At this point in the process, a 
seed of a blend is germinating. Gather all prospective ingredients 
and display them in small bowls. Arrange the order from light 
to dark, keeping similar items together (meaning green tea with 
green tea; citrus fruit with citrus fruit; and herbs with herbs). 
Taste all ingredients separately, and note their taste, smell and 
visual appeal, using personally meaningful words to describe the 
ingredients. 

I recommend pausing here and grabbing your notebook to: 
• Note the flavor intensity of each ingredient on a scale of 1-5. 
• Note the weight, volume, size and density of each ingredient.
• Note the water temperature and steep time for each ingredient.
• Note the cut/grade of ingredients.
start Blending. Keep it simple and clean. Have the blend-

ing bowl ready, and begin with small amounts of desired ingredi-
ents. You can always increase the quantity of specific ingredients, 
but you cannot remove them once they enter the blend. Be sure to 
weigh and document each ingredient before adding it to the bowl. 
In time, layering can be achieved by carefully monitoring the 
selected ingredients’ flavor intensities. By fine-tuning the ratios 
in the recipe, those with greater intensity will present themselves 
at the forefront, while those with less intensity—in the right 
mix—will be revealed in stages.

stay focUsed. Every ingredient must have a reason for 
being in the blend. With the exception of an ingredient such as 
cornflower that is added for visual purposes, the taste of each 

ingredient should be discernible in varying intensities. A general 
rule of thumb for preparing tea is one teaspoon of tea per cup. We 
want the flavor in each cup to be consistent, so we want to find 
a cut, volume and density for each ingredient that will allow all 
ingredients to be equally represented in each teaspoon.

looking good. Because tea is a full sensory experience, 
aesthetics are important. We all know that people are drawn to 
visuals and aroma prior to tasting. Don’t underestimate the influ-
ence of color, texture and aroma when wooing an imbiber with a 
new blend. 

on the blend continued from page 49

The tea leaves or other base ingredient 
will need some time to get cozy with the 
new scents and flavors with which they 
now cohabitate. Return to the blend the 
next day to taste. It may be a winner, it 
may need tweaking or it may be relegated 
to the affectionately named “Frankenstein 
bin” for failed creations. 
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rest and re-assess. Once all the ingredients are blended, 
let the mixture sit and rest. The tea leaves or other base ingre-
dient will need some time to get cozy with the new scents 
and flavors with which they now cohabitate. Return to the 
blend the next day to taste. It may be a winner, it may need 

tweaking or it may be rel-
egated to the affection-
ately named “Frankenstein 
bin” for failed creations. 
Regardless, the process 
has begun. If it’s a win-
ner, congratulations! Scale 
up the recipe, which has 
been carefully documented 
in the blending book, to 
prepare larger batches. If 
tweaking is needed, refer 
to the notes and begin 
making adjustments where 
deemed necessary. 

K eep in mind that 
each blend is a 
learning experi-

ence. As with anything, 
you’ll get better at blend-

ing with more practice, and note-taking is a key way to improve 
your blends through documentation. Jump into the process by 
listening to your heart, following your nose and tastebuds, and 
writing as you go. And always remember the mantra: balance, 
balance, balance. 


